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Abstract
Familiar data structures from computer science are cast in the form of Monads and Comonads and
their application to laboratory physics is demonstrated. These data structures are then used to model
a cosmological thought experiment introduced by Hardy, encoding and relating fixed causal structure
and structure free situations. The data structures are harmonized in a diagrammatic calculus and the
thought experiment is calculated therein.

1

Introduction

It has been shown that experiments naturally occur from the evolution of a discrete causal background
[12]. Since experiments are equivalent to endofunctors that are both monads and comonads on the category
of the apparatus one uses, information naturally arises. The co-product of the comonad represents copying
information and the product represents the coalescing of different instances of the experiment into a monolith
of data.
Quantum Theory is a special type of probability theory. As such, information is deeply embedded in
physics. Because of this, there has been much work on prizing apart exactly what aspects of physics can be
said to be informational and which parts are physical. This has lead to investigations of the reality of the
wavefunction [9] [8], and informational derivations of quantum theory [2]. This paper extends work on the
idea that information is embedded in physics in a natural way if we view physics as concerning causality and
the fact that observers have limited access to the information concerning causal relationships.

2

Data Structures and (Co)Monads

Data structures come in many different flavours. The prototypical data structure is the List. It is well known
that Lists can be encoded as Monads and we call it the List Monad. Work has been done to encode certain
data structures, called containers as Monads [3]. There is also a prescription for when a data structure is a
Comonad [1].

2.1

Examples of Data Structures

There are a few data structures we are going to use in this paper. One such structure, that captures the idea
of a fixed, universal clock is the List data structure and we will discuss it below. Another such data structure
is meant to model the situation where we have data, but no ordering (think causal) relationship between the
data. This structure is known as a Bag, see [10]. In that definition the data structure has only an operation
to add an element and then an operation to return an element from the bag with no guarantee as the order
of how the elements are returned. The Bag data structure can be captured in the Free Commutative Monoid
Monad.
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2.1.1

Bags

We have a functor Bag : Set → Set, that maps the category Set to itself. It works by taking a set and
returning a set of Bags for that set. A bag can be modeled as a commutative monoid, where we have a
string of set elements, whose order doesn’t matter, so abc = bca. The multiplication for a Bag is understood
by thinking of free commutative monoids. The first application of the functor Bag : Set → Set maps
a set of elements to the set of formal sums of the elements. For instance, if A ∈ Set, and A = {a}
then Bag(A) = {a, 2a, 3a · · · }. Two applications gives formal sums of formal sums, so Bag · Bag(A) =
{((a) + (a)), ((a) + (2a))}. The multiplication just adds everything together to get back {a, 2a, 3a · · · }, so
µ : Bag · Bag → Bag. The unit is the inclusion of the free generators. For a better description see [13].
2.1.2

Lists

Lists are ordered series of objects or symbols. Here is an example of a list on the set A = {a, b}:
[a, b, b, b, a]
Lists can be cast as monads. Here is the definition of the List monad.
Definition 2.1. The List Monad is a triple (L, µ, η) where:
L : Set → Set
example
[a, b, b, a, a, a] ∈ L({a, b})
µ:L·L→L
example
[[b, b, a], [a, a]] ∈ L · L({a, b})
η : 1Set → L
η : {a, b} → {[a], [b]}

2.2

Histories as a Comonad

We can convert Lists into Histories with a comonad. For any list l, there is a list of lists of initial partial
fragments. For example, let µH : List → List · List be a natural transformation that takes the List functor
to its composition with itself.
µH : [a, b, c] → [[a], [a, b]]
This converts the List monad into a bimonad (both a monad and comonad), where µH is the coproduct
natural transformation.
The counit is the following:
ηH : [l1 , l2 , l3 ] → l3
ie, it picks out the last element of each list. For this all to work we use non-empty lists, as we see here
[6].
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2.3

Instruments and Readouts

When we approach an instrument in a laboratory we see that there are a few different aspects to it. The
most obvious is the control and readout panel on the front. This panel has a well defined configuration at
any point during an experiment. Furthermore, we understand ”local”, in ”local lab”, to mean the existence
of a universal clock or reference frame. Thus, a local experiment is a totally ordered list of configurations
of the equipment. During an experiment the panel goes through a number of changes, and the readout
flashes from state to state. Thus, we model this as a list, and further with the List Monad. There is a list
of configurations that occur during an experiment. We record each of these configurations. We accept that
local labs have a fixed reference frame and a local clock. Thus, it makes sense to use a list for local data.
Though there seems to be a fixed order to the set of configurations and readouts, when this data ”escapes”
the front panel, for instance as we write down the configuration, the ordering of events is lost. We could
record the output of a Geiger counter on a piece of paper, as a list of counts with commas between the
integers, this ordering is artificial. Thus, after the data has escaped the instrument, it is more like a bag
data structure. There is a map from the List monad to the Bag monad that captures this.

2.4

Domains and SpaceTimes

A domain, also known as a dcpo is defined as follows:
Definition 2.2. DCPO (Domain) A directed subset of a partially ordered set is a nonempty subset which
contains an upper bound for every pair of elements in it. A domain or dcpo (directed-complete partial order )
is a partially ordered set such that every directed subset has a supremum.
Panangaden and Martin showed, [7], that the category of hyperbolic space-times is equivalent to the
category of Interval Domains. It may not be clear how to interpret this. Though it may not be easy to show
weather or not we can do this, we take a radical departure from this work to state that a toy relativistic
field theory is any domain of structured objects. We are going to take Lists and Bags to be the basic data
structures we work with in science. We consider two laboratories, separated by distance, to be elements of a
domain of Lists and elements of a domain of Bags. They are embedded in the Universe, and this is captured
by the fact that they are elements of a domain.
2.4.1

A Domain of Lists

There is a natural ordering of Lists via partial initial fragment. Given a set of lists SL , and two lists
l1 , l2 ∈ SL , we define the ordering relation:
′

l1 ≤ l2 if l2 = Concat(l1 , l2 )
Concat is the concatenation function for lists.
This forms a DCPO.

2.5

Diagrammatic Calculus

We can consider all the data structures, known as containers, that can be encoded as either monads or
comonads or both. These are all defined with an endofunctor on the category of Sets. We define the
category of such containers as CON . This category is monoidal where the monoidal product is actually
functor composition. It is a regular monoidal category (i.e. not symmetric). Because of this, there is a
diagrammatic calculus for this category, that of a regular monoidal category. For this reason, we will now
write composition of monads with the product symbol familiar to those working with symmetric monoidal
categories, namely ⊗. For instance, the product of two functors can be written Dom ⊗ Dom.

2.6

From Instrument Events to Data

Events in our laboratory all happen in a local frame with a universal clock for all events. This means that
there is a list of configurations of the instruments. Thus, histories of events is really the non-empty list
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bimonad. However, there is no ordering on the data that is produced and collected. Thus we need a map
from the List Monad to the Multiset or Bag monad. This is just a natural transformation from the List
functor to the Bag functor. It acts just by forgetting the ordering of the list.

2.7

From Data to Probabilities

Typically, when we finish our experiment, we analyze the data from the instruments. This means applying
probability theory. Luckily, probability theory fits in quite nicely with structures we are presenting here.
The most famous categorical structure that captures probabilities is the Giry Monad. It’s core is a functor
that maps a set to the set of probability measures on that set. The product axiom can be interpreted in the
following way [11]:
A probability measure on an affine space has an average value (also called expectation or
integral), which is a point in that affine space. Apply this to the affine space of probability
measures on X. In other words, a measure on the space of measures determines a (weighted)
average of those measures.
The final form of the data in our model is that of the Bag data structure or Multiset. We might want to
define a transformation from the Bag monad to the Giry monad. Every Bag has an associated probability
measure that gives the probability of finding one of the set elements in that Bag. This might imply that
there is a transformation from the Bag monad to the Giry monad. However, that is not possible. In it’s
place, one can use a certain kind of Measure monad as explained in [5]. Thus, there is a map from the Bag
Monad to a certain Measures Monad.

3

A Cosmological Thought Experiment

In his paper on probability theories without fixed causal structure [4], Hardy introduces a kind of cosmological
thought experiment. The interesting thing about this thought experiment is its intimate relationship to data
and the actions of a group of scientists working together. In the thought experiment, we are asked to imagine
several scientists, or perhaps just laboratories, scattered around the galaxy. Causal relationship between these
scientists is unknown, but we assume that we can communicate. The items we wish to communicate are the
results of local experiments. These experiments might involve looking at the same thing, like say a black hole
at the center of the galaxy. Thus, we take down recordings of our local lab equipment. These recordings, or
cards, are shuffled locally and then gathered into a single pile and shuffled again. How can we capture all of
this?
Since hyperbolic space-times are equivalent to interval domains, we can imagine a domain that connects
all the local laboratories. We know there is a domain of Lists, and this models Hardy’s picture of a number
of labs with instruments collecting data on cards. The card can be the element of the list. The shuffling
of the lists is a map from List to Bag, which is forgetting the ordering. Thus, we know that each lab is
really a Bag of readings on equipment. Collecting the cards together is a map from Domain to Bag, which
forgets the causal relations between the labs and collects the card packs into a jumble of cards. Thus, we
have different monads that capture different aspects of the cosmological experiment. The collecting of cards
will be handled by monad maps and the product axiom of the bag monad.
We can organize all of these Monads together in the string calculus for the category of Containers. We
have data types Bag, Dom, List which are the monads. We also have monad transformations defined as
follows.
DomT oBag : Dom → Bag
This forgets the domain structure and returns just a bag of whatever was contained in the domain.
ListT oBag : List → Bag
This takes a list and returns the bag for that list.
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µ : Bag ⊗ Bag → Bag
This is just the multiplication of the Bag monad. It takes a bag of bags and dissolves the inner bags and
returns one large bag.
The thought experiment then looks like the string diagram found in figure 3.
Dom ⊗ List

I ⊗ ListT oBag
Dom ⊗ Bag

DomT oBag ⊗ I
Bag ⊗ Bag
PSfrag replacements

I ⊗I
Bag ⊗ Bag
µ
Bag

Figure 1: A Cosmological Thought Experiment
Thus, we start with a Domain of Lists which represents the set of causally connected labs with a totally
ordered set of instrument configurations. This gets mapped to a Domain of bags, as the total order of
configurations gets turned into an unordered collection of cards, modeled as a bag of cards. Then we collect
all the cards from all the laboratories and this is forgetting the causal relations between all the laboratories
and thus we map Dom to Bag to have a bag of bags. Then we use the monad multiplication to disolve
all the inner bags, thus shuffling them, and we get on large unordered collection of cards, namely a bag of
cards. Finally, we want a probability distribution for this collection of cards and this is done just by using
the monad map that maps the Bag monad to the Measures Monad.
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